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PLANT VIRUSES AND THEIR INTERACTION WITH PLANT 
COMMUNITIES OF FAR EAST OF RUSSIA 

T.I. Pleshakova, Z.N. Kozlovskaya, V.F. Tolkach, Y.G. Volkov,  
N.N. Kakareka, A.V. Gapeka, M.Y. Shchelkanov  

 

 Federal Scientific Center of the East Asia Terrestrial Biodiversity, Far Eastern Branch  
of Russian Academy of Sciences, Vladivostok, Russia 

A large number of phytopathogenic viruses harmful for most agricultural plants is described 
here. Very important is the fact that besides direct harm to the productivity of plants these viruses 
reduce resistance against adverse habitat conditions – deficiency or excess of water, changes in 
insolation, higher content of pollutants, etc. Even latent viral infection in adverse conditions can 
cause a serious disease. Many viruses quickly penetrate into natural plant communities and form 
constant local foci of infection. 

East Asia is recently notable for an intensive exchange of commercial agricultural products, 
as well as samples of agricultural and ornamental plant species. Since viruses can be transferred by 
vegetative parts and by true seeds, an invasion of these pathogens to new territories with planting 
stock is observed. These are the most dangerous being new for stable natural and anthropogenic 
plant communities. 

We regularly monitored phytosanitary condition of agricultural crops and natural plant 
communities in farms cultivating large range of crops using seeds and planting material imported 
from other regions and from abroad. The list includes more than 10 crop cultures. We also studied 
farms and organizations involved in breeding, seed production, and marketing of their products. At 
the same time, a lot of plants with virus-like symptoms were revealed: garlic, pepper, tomato, 
eggplant, cucumber, cilantro, plantain, and commelina. 

In addition, to detect viral diseases in many districts of Primorsky Krai industrial crops of 
most important cereals were surveyed, as well as adjacent forest stands and shelterbelts, meadows 
and silage grass, and selection and crop areas of wheat, barley and oats in Primorsky Research 
Institute of Agriculture. There were revealed several dozens of different isolates of virus diseases of 
cereals. 

Also private collections of ornamental plants were surveyed: dahlias, asters, irises, gladioli, 
petunia hybrids, primroses, roses, hydrangea, peach-leaved campanula and lilies. A number of 
plants of these species with virus-like symptoms were detected. 

Electron-microscopic analysis of preparations of most of the studied crops revealed various 
types of virions: filamentous, rod-shaped and isometric, indicating that phytoviruses are widespread 
among the introduced plant material. 

Further studies revealed that some pathogens are new to the region or primarily encountered in 
the new hosts. Therefore, there were identified more than 10 new strains of cucumber mosaic virus, 
new strains of potyviruses. For the first time, tomato aspermia virus was identified in lettuce, carrot 
and parsley in the Russian Far East. Garlic cultivated from imported planting material revealed new 
harmful strains of onion yellow dwarf virus and latent garlic virus. Several strains of viruses new for 
the Far East were identified in cereal crops: dwarf corn mosaic, cucumber mosaic and tobacco 
ringspot. The agents of natural focal diseases are nepoviruses transmitted with soil that, according to 
our data, affect many horticultural crops. 

It is concluded that all new viruses introduced with planting material cause serious diseases 
and often spread rapidly, forming local epiphytoties. On the other hand, imported plant material can 
be heavily infected by local strains and viruses, for example lagenaria and fenugreek imported for 
testing as new cultures. 

Monitoring of collections and nurseries revealed that it is difficult and sometimes impossible to 
conduct breeding work to produce new varieties under transmission of viral infections. 

Thus, to improve the quality of selection and seed-growing, the nurseries must be protected 
from invasion of phytoviruses. 


